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networks but not for wireless networks. Link bandwidth for
wireless links tend to change periodically and the existing
proposals are optimized only for wired links or the links
whose bandwidth does not change periodically. In [2] the
authors proposed a rate based congestion control protocol
for wireless links, in which a simple rate control protocol is
combined with wireless link bandwidth estimation to know
the true available bandwidth in the network path and intimate
the consumer about the same. But this approach is reactive to
congestion where consumer or in-network nodes react to
congestion triggered NACKs, and decrease the interest
sending rate. Although there is need of more sophisticated
rate based congestion control to notify the consumer or any
in-network node proactively. One of such proactive
multipath aware rate based congestion control (MIRCC) is
proposed by Milad. M [3], here when producer receives
interest from consumer it responds back with data packets, it
adds data sending rate R(t) in data packet header which is
calculated by MIRCC logic. In-network nodes maintain the
database of adjacent link bandwidth. When data packet
arrives at in-network node then this node reads R(t)
embedded in the data packet header and if this R(t) value is
greater than the value which it holds, then it updates R(t) with
smaller value, later this packet is delivered to consumer.
Consumer adjusts the interest sending rate according to new
R(t) value. But even this proposal considers all path links
with fixed bandwidth. So there is need of proactive rate
notification of actual available bandwidth and also must be
tuned for wireless networks.

Abstract: Information-centric networking (ICN) is the
prominent network architecture with the features of name based
forwarding and in-network caching. These features enables ICN
to provide solutions to all demands of the emerging networks.
Among the proposed hop by hop congestion control schemes in
ICN, almost all schemes assume the available link capacity as
known and fixed which is not true for wireless links. Here we
propose dynamic link capacity estimation for wireless links using
kalman filter and each node maintains the data rate value
estimated. Consumer forwards interest with initial data rate, each
hop updates estimated data rate in outgoing data packets
proactively, then consumer adjusts the data rate according to new
value received.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Information centric network (ICN) is a kind of network
structure which is data centric rather than host centric, i.e. in
this type of network more importance is given to the content
being carried on network rather than from where the content
is extracted. In legacy networks content is delivered from
origin servers, but here in ICN it’s not necessary that content
to be delivered from origin servers, it can be delivered from
anywhere in the network because this content is location
independent. Introduction of in-network caching feature in
ICN enables the routers to store content in their content store,
when a request arrives for a particular content, router checks
whether the content is available in its store, if it is available
then router responds to that request by sending content back
to the requester. Research efforts in ICN are wide spread
among the areas of naming, routing, congestion control,
security and privacy etc. Article [1] gives a brief introduction
about ICN, features of ICN and it summarizes the post
architectural work done in the areas of naming, routing,
congestion control and security, among these areas there has
been less research done in the area of congestion control.
There are various proposals in congestion control like hop by
hop congestion control, end to end congestion control, and
multi-path and multisource congestion control. Some of
them are rate based congestion control and some are window
based congestion control. Most of these proposals consider
path links with static bandwidth which is true for wired

This article is about proactive rate notification to consumer
through MIRCC logic as well as it applies kalman filter to get
the available wireless link bandwidth continuously so that
the true value of R(t) is delivered to consumer/in-network
router. The remaining paper is organized in following
manner; in section 2 there is summarization of related work,
in section 3 single path MIRCC is introduced, in section 4
our proposed architecture Modified MIRCC is described, in
section 5 information about the simulation setup is given,
section 6 describes the simulation results and at the end
section 7 concludes this paper.
II. RELATED WORK
In article [4] authors have proposed estimating the end to end
available bandwidth of a network path in real time. Here a small
amount of probe packet pairs are induced into the network at
random rates, to measure the available end to end bandwidth.
This end to end bandwidth is measured by the effect of influence
of actual network flow over the
induced probe packets.
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These probe packets are small in size and won’t add much
extra load on network. Using the method kalman filtering
measuring the available bandwidth is successful and gave good
results in their experiments.

A. Single Path MIRCC
Multipath-aware ICN rate based congestion control
(MIRCC) logic is built upon the ICN architecture based on
NDN or CCNx library. In MIRCC a consumer initiates the
communication by sending the interests towards producer. On
reception of interest producer sends back the data to
consumer which also carries the rate value in data packet
header which is Max Rate determined by the MIRCC logic.
Each hop forwarder forwards the data message back towards
the consumer in reverse path determined by the PIT entries.
Here each forwarder preserves the data rate R(t) of its
associated link as shown in figure 1. When data packet arrives
at in-network forwarder, it compares the data rate in packet
header with the available data rate of the adjacent link. If the
data rate in the packet header is less than associated link data
rate then forwarder stamps the new data rate in that header
which is the minimum. In this way forwarder associated with a
bottleneck link will be the last one to update the data rate
value in the data packet header travelling in reverse path
towards consumer. Each link R(t) calculation also gives
feedback to the consumer regarding new interest sending rate,
if the in-network links are overloaded then the R(t) is stamped
with reduced value and is the link is under loaded then R(t) is
stamped with higher value. MIRCC also applies interest
shaping mechanism at each link which controls the
overloading of interest packets which results in control of
returning data packets. Overloaded interests which can’t be
placed in queue are dropped and a NACK is sent towards
consumer indicating there is congestion, which in turn
consumer will resend the interest without waiting for timeout.

Giovanna. C [5] has proposed a receiver driven interest
control protocol where it is joint effort of interest control and
interest shaping. Interest control protocol is applied to regulate
the interest sending rate and set the optimal re-interest timer
when there is data packet loss. There is virtual interest queue at
each output interface of every router. A credit counter is
maintained which increments for data flow and decrements for
interest flow. For non-bottleneck flows interest is sent directly
and for bottleneck flows interest is inserted in drop tail FIFO
queue. Yaogong. W [6] has proposed hop by hop interest shaper
where interest shaper runs at each node, shaping the interest in
both directions. If the incoming packets are data packets then
they are directly placed on L2 queue and if the incoming packets
are interests then these interests are placed in interest shaper,
then later they move to L2 Queue. If there is overload of interest
packets which can’t be placed in interest shaper are dropped and
NACK is sent back to consumer for adjustment. Simple AIMD
mechanism is used at consumer side and this approach is
simulated in ndnSIM. There is another extended hop by hop
interest shaping approach [7] where the in-network nodes sends
the explicit control packets periodically which specifies the
maximum sending data rate for every consumer on the path.
Based on this explicit rate consumers adjust the interest sending
rate, if there is overload of interests then interests are delayed in
network routers so that there won’t be any congestion when data
packets arrive. There is another explicit congestion control
approach proposed by Yongmao. R [8] where this approach
measures the interest queue length at each in-network node and
if the interest queue length exceeds the threshold then that node
sends NACK with three different types, NACK overload for
multiplicative decrease of interest sending rate, NACK busy for
additive increase of interests and NACK free for multiplicative
increase if the network path is free. There is a new transport
layer design for named data networks [9] interest retransmission
timer is introduced for packet loss and self-regulating interest
rate control is introduced with simple AIMD mechanism.
In [10] authors have proposed random early marking as
explicit congestion control where each and every outgoing data
packet is mark explicitly so that the consumer can be intimated
about congestion, if there is burst of interests and these interests
are stored temporarily and are delayed so that there must be no
loss in returning data, if delay of interest does not work then
AIMD is used. In [11] authors have proposed network assisted
congestion control where reduce sending rate (RSR) message is
sent towards downstream routers and process repeats until it hits
the consumer.
In [12] authors have proposed IPv6 based smart home using
Arduino, but since pure ICN implementation does not require IP
based networking and ICN is ready for name base lookup and
forwarding so in future there will be not need of IP based
network, and ICN is readily scalable in terms of naming
convention, also with the help of best caching policy [15] fastest
name lookup and fast object storage are retrieval is achieved.

Fig. 1.Single Path MIRCC.
B. Limitations in Single Path MIRCC
MIRCC considers the bottleneck link with fixed capacity
but in actual networking scenarios there are wireless links
also present, these wireless links have variable capacity of
link bandwidth and tend to change over time. It is expected
that MIRCC will perform same as TCP/IP networks when the
wireless link capacity is minimum. To solve this problem
there is need of link capacity estimation for wireless links
which can be achieved by
using kalman filter.
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III. PROPOSED ARCHITECTURE

Simulation Parameters
Sr. No.

In order to overcome the limitation we came up with
modified architecture which is called as modified single path
MIRCC to estimate available wireless link bandwidth
periodically using kalman filter. In this new architecture,
wireless links are considered with variable link capacity and
to know actual link bandwidth each in-network node
calculates adjacent link capacity using kalman filter. This
architecture has advantage over MIRCC because it works
with both wired as well as wireless networks with low/no
packet drops and low latency.

Parameter

7

Forwarding strategy

8

Cache replacement policy

9

Propogation Delay

10

Maximum Bandwidth

Value

Best Route
LRU
10 MS
100 Mbps

Our new approach is based on NDN architecture and is
simulated in NS3 based custom simulator called ndnSIM.
Table 1 summarizes the simulation parameters used in the
scenario. Here we use NDN 6-node bottleneck congestion
topology to evaluate our results.
V. SIMULATION RESULTS
The performance of the proposed MIRCC (Modified
MIRCC) is evaluated by the simulation performed on the
above mentioned setup.
To have a fair comparison existing MIRCC is also
simulated with the same setup for the following cases;
A. Data rate

Fig. 2. Modified Single Path MIRCC.

B. Queue occupancy

In figure 2 L3 is the bottleneck link with variable link
capacity, to be assumed maximum upto100 Mbps. Consumer
1 sends the interest towards producer 1, which reaches the
producer via router R1 and R2. On reception of interest
producer 1 responds back with data packet with initial data
rate (calculated by MIRCC logic) stamped in packet header.
R2 estimates available link capacity of L3 using kalman filter,
if the available link capacity of L3 is less than R(t) value in
header then it stamps the new R(t) in the data packet header.
When consumer receives this data packet then it adjusts its
interest sending rate according to new R(t). In this way
congestion can be evaded proactively and consumer can be
intimated with the actual sending data rate whereas in MIRCC
if bottleneck link capacity fall down then consumer would
continue to send interest with false data rate and resulting in
interests and data packets overload at R1 and R2, which
results in loss of packets and lots of delays are expected.

C. Total flow completion time
A. Data Rate
We have run the simulation according to parameters in
table I and obtained the results as show in figure 3. From the
figure 3 we infer that modified MIRCC adopts the new rate
quickly than other rate control protocols [18], where in
previous rate control protocols there is much oscillation in
terms of data rate and modified MIRCC manages to keep the
data rate constant under heavy wireless link load scenarios.
Also there is use of interest shaper at each forwarder in
modified MIRCC which helps to reduce the oscillations in
data rate in Modified MIRCC.
B. Queue occupancy
Simulations are carried out for queue occupancy
according to the parameters given in table 1, according to the
results obtained as shown in figure 4, if wireless links are
considered in MIRCC then it may not work optimally and it
will piggyback false data rate values to consumers. From
figure 4 we infer that when wireless links are considered in
existing MIRCC then it works as normal end to end
congestion control and consumers will keep sending interests
in higher amount than expected, this behavior results in
overloading of interests and data packets which will result in
routers output buffer overflow in the direction of data
packets are travelling. Figure 4 shows the queue occupancy
considering the bottleneck link with variable capacity, here
the routers output buffer overflows in MIRCC and there are
packet drops and retransmission, but modified MIRCC
works well when there is sudden network overload,

IV. SIMULATION SETUP
Table- I: Simulation parameters for proposed
architecture
Simulation Parameters
Sr. No.
Parameter

Value

1

Operating system

Linux Ubuntu 16.04

2

NDN SIM Version

2.6

3

Topology Type

4

Number of producers

2

5

Number of consumers

2

6

Number of interests sent per
second

6-node bottleneck

1, 10, 100, 500, 1000,
10000
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which manages the congestion by piggybacking the actual
available bandwidth in data packets towards consumers and
reducing the requests according to new data rate.

VI. CONCLUSION
Almost all hop by hop congestion control schemes in ICN
assume the link bandwidth as fixed and static, one such kind
of approach is MIRCC [2]. This paper demonstrates that
MIRCC will not perform the same as expected in wireless
scenarios and it converges to normal end to end congestion
control. However our approach which is Modified MIRCC
considers wired as well as wireless links in scenario and for
wireless links dynamic link capacity estimation is carried out.
This modified approach results in no output buffer packet
drop and low latency. Our future work consist of extending
this work in multipath scenario.

C. Total flow completion time
As shown in figure 5, according to our simulations we infer
that the total flow completion time of modified MIRCC is
less than MIRCC because there will be no packet drops and
no retransmission in modified MIRCC. In figure 5 existing
single path MIRCC takes more time to complete a flow
because of packet drops at the time of congestion. Whereas
our modified MIRCC takes less time because consumers are
sending interests according to the data rate which they
receive optimized for wireless links.

FUTURE WORK
NDN based information centric network is a general
architecture which can be deployed in many scenarios,
including IoT and sensor networks, where it is very important
to manage the energy conservation in the mobile nodes. So to
achieve this we need a multi-face and multipath approach to
make load balancing strategy for energy conservation [13].
This modified single path MIRCC work will be extended and
implemented to multipath approach in future.
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